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Abstract

There is an increasing interest in upgrading Bayesian networks
to the relational case, resulting in so-called directed probabilistic
logical models. In this paper we discuss how to learn non-recursive
directed probabilistic logical models from relational data. This prob-
lem has already been tackled before by upgrading the structure-
search algorithm for learning Bayesian networks. In this paper we
propose to upgrade another algorithm, namely ordering-search, since
for Bayesian networks this was found to work better than structure-
search. We experimentally compare the two upgraded algorithms on
two relational domains.
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1 Introduction

There is an increasing interest in probabilistic logical models as can be seen from the
variety of formalisms that have recently been introduced for describing such models.
Many of these formalisms deal with directed models that are upgrades of Bayesian net-
works to the relational case. Learning algorithms have been developed for several such
formalisms [9, 12, 15]. Most of these algorithms are essentially upgrades of the tradi-
tional structure-search algorithm for Bayesian networks [10]. In 2005, an alternative
algorithm for learning Bayesian networks was introduced: ordering-search. This was
found to perform at least as good as structure-search while usually being faster. This
motivates us to investigate how ordering-search can be upgraded to the relational case.

The contributions of this work are two-fold. First, we upgrade the ordering-search
algorithm towards learning non-recursive directed probabilistic logical models. Second,
we experimentally compare the resulting algorithm with the upgraded structure-search
algorithm on two relational domains. We use the formalism Logical Bayesian Networks
[5] but the proposed approach is also valid for related formalisms such as Probabilistic
Relational Models [8, 9], Bayesian Logic Programs [12, 13] and Relational Bayesian
Networks [11]. Part of this work has been published before [6].

This paper is structured as follows. We review Logical Bayesian Networks in Sec-
tion 2. We discuss the setting of learning non-recursive Logical Bayesian Networks in
Section 3 and various learning algorithms in Section 4. We experimentally compare
these algorithms in Section 5. In Section 6 we briefly discuss learning in the recursive
case. Finally, in Section 7 we conclude.

2 Logical Bayesian Networks

We first discuss some preliminaries. Then we review Logical Bayesian Networks by
means of an example. Then we briefly discuss the existence of syntactic variants of
Logical Bayesian Networks. Finally, we define the notion of non-recursive Logical
Bayesian Networks.

2.1 Preliminaries: Bayesian Networks and Logic Programming

A Bayesian network is a compact specification of a joint probability distribution on a
set of random variables under the form of a directed acyclic graph (the structure) and a
set of conditional probability distributions (CPDs). When learning from data the goal is
usually to find the structure and CPDs that maximize a certain scoring criterion (such
as likelihood or the Bayesian Information Criterion [10]).

Logical Bayesian Networks share some terminology with logic programming. A
predicate represents a property or relation and is denoted as p/n, where p is the name
and n is the number of arguments or arity, for example student/1. Arguments can be
constants (denoted by lower-case symbols), variables (denoted by upper-case symbols)
or compound objects (not considered further). An atom is a predicate together with the
right number of arguments, for example student(tim) or student(S). A literal is an
atom or a negated atom, for example not(student(john)). A ground atom or literal is
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an atom or literal that does not contain any variables as arguments. An interpretation of
a set of logical predicates is an assignment of a truth value to each ground atom that is
built from these predicates and that has arguments belonging to the considered domain
of discourse (for example the considered set of people).

2.2 Logical Bayesian Networks: Example

A Logical Bayesian Network or LBN [5] is essentially a specification of a Bayesian net-
work conditioned on some logical input predicates describing the domain of discourse.
For instance, when modelling the well-known ‘university’ domain [9], we would use
predicates student/1, course/1, prof/1, teaches/2 and takes/2 with their obvious
meanings. The semantics of an LBN is that, given an interpretation of these logical
predicates, the LBN induces a particular Bayesian network.

In LBNs random variables are represented as ground atoms built from certain spe-
cial predicates, the probabilistic predicates. For instance, if intelligence/1 is a prob-
abilistic predicate then the atom intelligence(ann) is called a probabilistic atom and
represents a random variable. Apart from sets of logical and probabilistic predicates
an LBN basically consists of three parts: a set of random variable declarations, a set
of dependency clauses and a set of logical CPDs. The former two together determine
the structure of the induced Bayesian network, while the logical CPDs quantify the
dependencies in this structure.

The Structure of the Induced Bayesian Networks For a given interpretation of the
logical predicates, the random variable declarations in an LBN determine the set of ran-
dom variables (nodes) in the induced Bayesian network while the dependency clauses
determine the dependencies (edges). Together, this fully determines the structure of the
induced Bayesian network. We now illustrate this with an example.

For the university domain, the random variable declarations are the following.

random(intelligence(S)) <- student(S).
random(ranking(S)) <- student(S).
random(difficulty(C)) <- course(C).
random(rating(C)) <- course(C).
random(ability(P)) <- prof(P).
random(popularity(P)) <- prof(P).
random(grade(S,C)) <- student(S),course(C),takes(S,C).
random(satisfaction(S,C)) <- student(S),course(C),takes(S,C).

In these clauses random/1 is a special predicate. Informally, the first clause, for in-
stance, should be read as “intelligence(S) is a random variable if S is a student”. For-
mally, in the induced Bayesian network, there is a node for each ground probabilistic
atom p for which random(p) holds.

The dependency clauses for the university domain are the following.

grade(S,C) | intelligence(S), difficulty(C).
ranking(S) | grade(S,C).
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satisfaction(S,C) | grade(S,C).
satisfaction(S,C) | ability(P) <- teaches(P,C).
rating(C) | satisfaction(S,C).
popularity(P) | rating(C) <- teaches(P,C).

Informally, the first clause should be read as “the grade of a student S for a course C
depends on the intelligence of S and the difficulty of C”. There are also more complex
clauses such as the last clause, which should be read as “the popularity of a professor
P depends on the rating of a course C if P teaches C”. In this clause, popularity(P )
is called the head, rating(C) the body and teaches(P,C) the context. Formally, in the
induced Bayesian network there is an edge from a node pparent to a node pchild if there
is a ground instance of a dependency clause with pchild in the head, with pparent in the
body, with true context and with random(.) true for each probabilistic atom in the head
and body.

Quantifying the Dependencies To quantify the dependencies specified by the de-
pendency clauses, LBNs associate with each probabilistic predicate a so-called logical
CPD. These logical CPDs can be used to determine the CPDs in the induced Bayesian
network.

In this work we represent logical CPDs under the form of logical probability trees in
TILDE [7] (as an alternative to the combining rules used in some other formalisms [11,
13, 12, 15]). The leaves of the tree for a probabilistic atom ptarget contain probability
distributions on the values of ptarget. The internal nodes of the tree contain a) tests on
the values of a probabilistic atom, b) conjunctions of logical literals or c) combinations
of the two. In order for the tree for a probabilistic atom ptarget to be consistent with
the dependency clauses, the tree can of course only test on probabilistic atoms that
are parents of ptarget according to the dependency clauses. An example of a tree for
satisfaction(S,C) is shown in Figure 1. Recall that satisfaction(S,C) depends on
grade(S,C) and ability(P ) where P teaches C.

teaches(P, C), ability(P ) = low

grade(S, C) = high grade(S, C) = low

high: 0.2 low: 0.8 high: 0.1 low: 0.9 high: 0.7 low: 0.3 high: 0.9 low: 0.1

Fig. 1. Example of a logical CPD for satisfaction(S, C). Tests in internal nodes are binary.
When a test succeeds the left branch is taken, when it fails the right branch is taken. Note that
internally in TILDE, tests like grade(S, C) = low are represented as grade(S, C, low).

Note that we cannot simply use tabular CPDs (i.e. conditional probability tables) in
LBNs since they are too restrictive. One problem with tabular CPDs is that they cannot
deal with a variable number of inputs (for instance, the ranking of a student depends
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on his grades for all courses taken and the number of courses per student can vary).
Logical probability trees in TILDE can deal with a variable number of inputs because
the tests in the internal nodes can be first-order queries. As shown by Van Assche et al.
[20], this makes it possible to express selection (for instance, does there exist a course
for which the student has a high grade), aggregation (for instance, is the average of all
grades of the student high) and combinations of the two.

2.3 Equivalence of Sets of Dependency Clauses

Some LBNs have syntactic variants. The main manifestation of this is the fact that each
LBN that contains dependency clauses with multiple atoms in the body is equivalent to
an LBN that contains only dependency clauses with one atom in the body (we explain
this below). Since syntactic variants could cause redundancy in the learning algorithm,
they should be excluded as much as possible. Hence, when learning we only consider
LBNs with dependency clauses with only one probabilistic atom in the body.

For each LBN with dependency clauses with multiple probabilistic atoms in the
body an equivalent LBN can be obtained by replacing each such dependency clause C
by a set of equivalent clauses. Concretely, for each probabilistic atom in the body of C
we create a new clause with the same head, with only that atom in the body and with as
context the context of C plus the condition that all other probabilistic atoms in the body
of C are random variables. Rather than formally proving that this yields an equivalent
LBN, we illustrate this with two examples.

Example 1 Consider the university domain from the previous section. The LBN for this
domain contains one dependency clauses with multiple atoms in the body, namely the
following clause.

grade(S,C) | intelligence(S), difficulty(C).

Following the definition of dependency clauses, the dependency of grade on intelligence
and on difficulty only holds for student-course pairs for which intelligence and difficulty
are defined (i.e. are random variables). Hence, this clause can be replaced by the fol-
lowing set of equivalent clauses.

grade(S,C) | intelligence(S) <- random(difficulty(C)).
grade(S,C) | difficulty(C) <- random(intelligence(S)).

We can simplify these clauses by using the information provided by the random variable
declarations. First we can replace the random(.) literals in the context of the clauses
by their definitions. This yields the following clauses.

grade(S,C) | intelligence(S) <- course(C).
grade(S,C) | difficulty(C) <- student(S).

The random variable declarations can be used to simplify these clauses even further.
The condition course(C) in the context of the first clause can be dropped since grade(S,C)
is only defined if C is a course anyway. Similarly, the condition student(S) in the con-
text of the second clause can be dropped. We finally obtain the following clauses.
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grade(S,C) | intelligence(S).
grade(S,C) | difficulty(C).

Example 2 As a more advanced example, consider the following LBN.

random(ranking(S)) <- student(S).
random(intelligence(S)) <- student(S).
random(thesis_score(S)) <- student(S), in_master(S).
ranking(S) | intelligence(S), thesis_score(S).

Note that ranking and intelligence are defined for students but thesis-score is defined
only for particular students, namely master students. Following the definition of depen-
dency clauses, the dependency of ranking on intelligence and thesis-score only holds for
students for which both intelligence and thesis-score are defined. In other words, the de-
pendency only holds for master students. This dependency clause can be replaced by
the following set of equivalent clauses.

ranking(S) | intelligence(S) <- random(thesis_score(S)).
ranking(S) | thesis_score(S) <- random(intelligence(S)).

As in the previous example, we can again simplify these clauses by using the random
variable declarations. After the first step we get the following clauses.

ranking(S) | intelligence(S) <- student(S), in_master(S).
ranking(S) | thesis_score(S) <- student(S).

In the second step the condition student(S) in the context of both clauses can be
dropped since ranking is only defined for students. We finally obtain the following
clauses.

ranking(S) | intelligence(S) <- in_master(S).
ranking(S) | thesis_score(S).

Note that the second clause does not specify in the context that S should be a master
student. This is indeed not needed since thesis-score is only defined for master students
and hence the clause only applies to master students anyway.

2.4 Recursive and Non-recursive Logical Bayesian Networks

The predicate dependency graph of an LBN is the graph that contains a node for each
probabilistic predicate and an edge from a node p1 to a node p2 if the LBN contains a
dependency clause with predicate p2 in the head and p1 in the body.

An LBN is called non-recursive if its predicate dependency graph is acyclic and
recursive otherwise. Note that for non-recursive LBNs the induced Bayesian network
(for any interpretation of the logical predicates) is always acyclic.
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3 Learning Non-recursive Logical Bayesian Networks: The
Learning Setting

We now discuss the problem of learning LBNs from relational data. In the learning
setting that we consider, the random variable declarations are given (this is similar to
the setting for Probabilistic Relational Models where the relational schema is given
[8, 9]). The goal of learning is to find the dependency clauses and logical CPDs that
maximize the scoring criterion. We focus on learning non-recursive LBNs. We briefly
discuss learning recursive models in Section 6.

We assume that we have a dataset of mega examples (terminology adapted from
Mihalkova et al. [14]). Each mega example is a set of connected pieces of information.
For instance, in a dataset about the inheritance of genes among family members, each
mega example would correspond to one particular family; in a dataset for the university
domain, each mega example corresponds to one particular collection of students, pro-
fessors and courses with their relations and properties. We assume that mega examples
are mutually independent. Learning from a dataset consisting of independent mega ex-
amples (as opposed to learning from a single relational database) is useful for instance
for cross validation. We use the term ‘mega example’ rather than simply ‘example’
because, as we will see later, each mega example can give rise to multiple smaller ex-
amples for learning logical CPDs.

In our learning setting, each mega example consists of two parts: a logical part and a
probabilistic part. The logical part consists of an interpretation of the logical predicates.
The probabilistic part consists of an assignment of values to all ground random variables
(as determined by the random variable declarations). This is similar to the data used for
learning Bayesian Logic Programs [4] and Relational Bayesian Networks [11].

Example 3 Consider a simplified variant of the university domain in which we consider
only students and courses (but no professors) and use only four probabilistic predicates
(ranking/1, difficulty/1, rating/1 and grade/2). The logical part of a mega example
would then specify all students and courses and which students take which courses in
that mega example. This could for instance look as follows.

student(s1). student(s2).
course(c1). course(c2).
takes(s1,c1). takes(s2,c1). takes(s2,c2).

The probabilistic part of a mega example specifies a value for all random variables for
that mega example. This could for instance look as follows.

ranking(s1)=high ranking(s2)=mid
difficulty(c1)=mid difficulty(c2)=high
rating(c1)=low rating(c2)=mid
grade(s1,c1)=high grade(s2,c1)=mid grade(s2,c2)=low
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4 Learning Non-recursive Logical Bayesian Networks: The
Algorithms

We first briefly discuss a generic algorithm for learning the structure of LBNs in Sec-
tion 4.1. In Section 4.2 we discuss how to learn logical CPDs under the form of logical
probability trees. In Sections 4.3 and 4.4 we give two instantiations of the generic al-
gorithm for learning LBNs. The first is the upgraded ordering-search algorithm that we
introduce in this paper. The second is the existing upgraded structure-search algorithm.
To stress the difference with Logical Bayesian Networks we will sometimes refer to
ordinary Bayesian networks as ‘propositional’ Bayesian networks.

4.1 A Generic Algorithm for Learning Logical Bayesian Networks

As for propositional Bayesian networks, also for LBNs there exists a generic learning
algorithm of which the structure-search and ordering-search algorithms are specific in-
stantiations. The idea is to perform hillclimbing-search through a space of solutions. In
the case of structure-search a solution is a structure (a set of dependency clauses), while
in the case of ordering-search it is an ordering on the set of probabilistic predicates.
The generic algorithm is shown in Figure 2. The neighbourhood of the current solution
is defined as the set of solutions that can be obtained by making a small modification
to the current solution. Computing the score of a solution is done by learning logical
CPDs for that solution (see Section 4.2). Which probabilistic predicates can be used as
input for the logical CPDs depends on the particular solution. When using a decom-
posable scoring criterion the above algorithm can be implemented quite efficiently (see
Appendix A).

% find a good solution:
Solcurrent = random solution
compute score(Solcurrent)
repeat until convergence

for each Solcand ∈ neighbourhood(Solcurrent)
compute ∆score(Solcand) = score(Solcand) − score(Solcurrent)

end for
Solcurrent = argmax(∆score(Solcand))

end repeat
% extract the dependency clauses from the final solution:
for each probabilistic predicate p

extract the dependency clauses for p from Solcurrent

end for

Fig. 2. Generic hillclimbing algorithm for learning LBNs. In the two instantiations of this generic
algorithm that we consider, a solution Sol corresponds to respectively a structure or an ordering.
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To use the generic algorithm of Figure 2 with a specific kind of solutions (structures,
orderings, . . . ) one has to determine a) how to obtain an initial random solution1, b) how
to define the neighbourhood of a solution, c) how to learn and score logical CPDs, and
d) how to extract the dependency clauses from the learned solution. We explain learning
logical CPDs in Section 4.2. We explain each of the other issues for ordering-search in
Section 4.3 and for structure-search in Section 4.4.

4.2 Learning Logical CPDs

Logical CPDs represented as logical probability trees (such as the tree in Figure 1) can
be learned using any of the standard probability tree algorithms in TILDE [7]. Below
we discuss the data needed for learning such trees and the scoring criteria that we used.

Data for Learning Logical CPDs To learn a logical CPD for a target predicate ptarget

we need a dataset of labelled examples which can be derived from the mega examples
in the original dataset. In general, a single mega example can give rise to multiple
examples in the dataset for the logical CPD since there can be multiple ground atoms
for the predicate ptarget in the mega example. Concretely, each random variable (ground
probabilistic atom) R built from ptarget in each mega example m leads to one example
e in the dataset for the logical CPD. This example e is labelled with the value of R in
m and consists of the part of m that is relevant for R.

Example 4 Consider the logical CPD for the probabilistic predicate difficulty/1 in the
university domain. Note that each random variable for difficulty/1 in each mega exam-
ple corresponds to a particular course. Hence, each course C in each mega example m
gives rise to another example e in the dataset for this logical CPD. Such an example e
contains all information from the mega example m that is about the course C or about
a student linked to C (for instance through the takes relationships).

Concretely, the simplified mega example given in Example 3 contains two courses
and hence leads to two examples in the dataset for the logical CPD for difficulty/1. The
first example is about course c1, is labelled with ‘difficulty=mid’ and looks as follows.

course(c1).
student(s1). student(s2).
takes(s1,c1). takes(s2,c1).

ranking(s1)=high ranking(s2)=mid
rating(c1)=low
grade(s1,c1)=high grade(s2,c1)=mid

The second example is about course c2, is labelled with ‘difficulty=high’ and looks as
follows.

1 The initial solution might influence the final result since the algorithm only converges to a local
optimum. Hence, we experimented with random restarts (multiple runs with different initial
random solutions) but we found this not to be significantly better than a single run.
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course(c2).
student(s2).
takes(s2,c2).

ranking(s2)=mid
rating(c2)=mid
grade(s2,c2)=low

Scoring Criteria In this paper we consider two ways of learning and scoring trees.
A straightforward approach is to learn and score trees using the Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC) [7, 10]. We also looked for an alternative approach since BIC is known
to perform poorly when the cardinality (number of possible values) of the random vari-
ables is rather high. In this alternative approach we learn trees using randomization
test pruning [7] since this works well even when the cardinality is high. However, ran-
domization is a pruning criterion that can only be used to learn trees but not to score
them. Of course, we cannot use BIC to score the trees learned using randomization
since this would not solve our original problem. As a simple solution, we instead use
log-likelihood as a scoring criterion, although this has the drawback of not penalizing
extra dependency clauses which could potentially lead to overfitting. We refer to this
alternative approach as “randomization/likelihood”.

4.3 Ordering-search

We now discuss ordering-search. First we briefly discuss the propositional case. then
we discuss the case of LBNs and the differences between the two.

Ordering-search for Propositional Bayesian Networks Ordering-search is based on
the fact that it is relatively easy to learn a Bayesian network if an ordering on the set
of random variables is given [19]. Such an ordering eliminates the possibility of cycles.
This makes it possible to decide for each variable X separately which variables, from
all variables preceding it in the ordering, are its parents. This can simply be done by
learning a CPD for X under the assumption that ‘selective’ CPDs are used , i.e. CPDs
that select from all candidate inputs the relevant inputs (for instance conditional prob-
ability tables with a bound on the number of effective inputs [19]). However, the score
of the Bayesian network that is learned in this way depends heavily on the quality of
the ordering that is used. Hence, the idea of ordering-search is to perform hillclimbing
through the space of possible orderings, in each step applying the above procedure.

Teyssier and Koller [19] experimentally compared ordering-search to structure-
search for propositional Bayesian networks and found that ordering-search is always
at least as good and usually faster. As an explanation they note that the space of or-
derings is smaller than the space of structures and that ordering-search does not need
costly acyclicity checks.

Ordering-search for Logical Bayesian Networks Until now ordering-search has not
yet been upgraded to the case of non-recursive directed probabilistic logical models.
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The above conclusions from the propositional case motivated us to investigate this up-
grade. We now show how to upgrade ordering-search towards learning non-recursive
LBNs.

Similar to the case of propositional Bayesian networks, it is easy to learn a non-
recursive LBN when an ordering on the set of probabilistic predicates is given. We
can then learn an LBN simply by learning for each probabilistic predicate p a logical
probability tree with as inputs all predicates preceding p in the ordering. Ordering-
search corresponds to applying the generic algorithm of Figure 2 with orderings as
solutions. This is basically hillclimbing through the space of orderings. As an initial
ordering we use any random ordering. The score of an ordering is defined as the score
of the LBN that is learned for that ordering. The neighbourhood of an ordering O is
defined as the set of orderings that can be obtained by swapping a pair of adjacent
predicates in O (this is similar to what is done for propositional Bayesian networks
[19]). Note that this implies that the size of the neighbourhood is linear in the number
of probabilistic predicates. Once we found the optimal ordering and the logical CPDs
for this ordering, we still need to extract the dependency clauses from these logical
CPDs. We now discuss this in more detail.

Extracting the Dependency Clauses from the Logical CPDs Below we explain how
to extract the dependency clauses from a logical probability tree. To obtain an LBN,
this procedure has to be applied to the probability tree for each probabilistic predicate.

When extracting dependency clauses from a logical probability tree with as target
the probabilistic atom ptarget, we want to find the most specific set of clauses that is
consistent with the tree. With consistent we mean that the tree should never test any
probabilistic atom that is not a parent of ptarget according to the set of clauses.

When extracting dependency clauses from a tree, we create a clause for each test on
a probabilistic atom in each internal node of the tree. Call the atom that is tested ptest

and the node N . In the most general case, apart from the test on ptest, the node N can
contain a number of tests on other probabilistic atoms and a conjunction l of logical
literals. We then create a dependency clause of the form ptarget | ptest ← l, path(N),
where path(N) is a conjunction of logical literals that describes the path from the root
to N . Each node on this path can contribute a number of logical literals to path(N).
A succeeded node (i.e. a node for which the succeeding branch of the tree was chosen
in the path) contributes all logical literals that it contains. A failed node that does not
contain any tests on probabilistic atoms contributes the negation of all its logical literals.
A failed node that contains a test on a probabilistic atom does not contribute to the path
(letting such a node contribute the negation of its logical literals could be inconsistent
since we cannot be sure that it were the logical literals that caused the failure and not
the probabilistic tests).

Example 5 Consider the probability tree shown in Figure 1. For this tree, ptarget is
satisfaction(S,C). For the root node, ptest is ability(P ), l is teaches(P,C) and the
path is empty. For the internal node below the root to the left, ptest is grade(S,C), l
is empty and the path is teaches(P,C). For the node below the root to the right, ptest

is grade(S,C) and l and the path are both empty. The three resulting clauses for these
nodes are respectively the following.
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satisfaction(S,C) | ability(P) <- teaches(P,C).
satisfaction(S,C) | grade(S,C) <- teaches(P,C).
satisfaction(S,C) | grade(S,C).

Note that in principle the second clause can be dropped (it is a special case of the third).
However, such a form of post-processing is currently not implemented in our learning
system.

Note that in the above procedure for extracting the dependency clauses from a log-
ical probability tree, the probabilistic atoms in the internal nodes never contribute to
path(N) for a node N . The reason for this is that the context of a dependency clause is
not allowed to contain probabilistic atoms. This implies that generally not all indepen-
dence information specified in a logical probability tree can be captured by the depen-
dency clauses. This is of course not surprising since this also holds in the propositional
case (for instance, a CPD under the form of a probability tree can capture context-
specific independence while the structure of a Bayesian network cannot [3]).

Differences between Ordering-search for LBNs and Propositional Ordering-search
Two obvious differences between ordering-search for LBNs and ordering-search as pro-
posed by Teyssier and Koller [19] for propositional Bayesian networks are that for
LBNs we use orderings on the set of probabilistic predicates (instead of on the set
of random variables) and the extraction of the structure from the CPDs is more com-
plex. A third and more important difference is that we use logical probability trees as
CPDs whereas Teyssier and Koller use tabular CPDs. Recall that for LBNs we cannot
use simple tabular CPDs since they are too restrictive (see Section 2.2). However, for
propositional Bayesian networks it would be possible to use (propositional) probability
trees instead of tabular CPDs. Such an approach would have both an advantage and a
disadvantage with respect to efficiency.

The advantage of using probability trees instead of tabular CPDs is that the effective
parents of a random variable X can then be determined from the set of candidate parents
of X (i.e. all variables preceding X in the current ordering) by learning only a single
CPD for X . This is because probability trees are selective, so we can simply learn a tree
using all candidate parents as input and determine the effective parents as all random
variables that are used in the learned tree. In contrast, tabular CPDs are not selective.
Hence, the approach of Teyssier and Koller is to put an upper bound k on the number of
inputs for the CPDs; the lower k, the more selective the approach is. Teyssier and Koller
compute the score of all CPDs for X having at most k candidate parents as inputs and
then determine the effective parents as all random variables that are used in the highest
scoring CPD for X . Of course, this is only feasible for small k (Teyssier and Koller use
at most k = 4).

The disadvantage of using probability trees instead of tabular CPDs is that a tabular
CPD can be learned more efficiently than a probability tree, especially if the number of
inputs for the CPD is bounded by a small number k. This allows Teyssier and Koller
to compute beforehand the sufficient statistics for all CPDs that could ever be needed
during the search over orderings. As a consequence, the actual search over orderings
becomes very fast. In contrast, when using probability trees it is not efficient to learn all
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CPDs beforehand. Hence, in our ordering-search algorithm for LBNs we do not learn
probability trees beforehand but learn them on the fly as they are needed.

To the best of our knowledge, ordering-search for propositional Bayesian networks
has not yet been used with probability trees. Hence, it is unclear whether the above
advantage of probability trees over tabular CPDs outweighs its disadvantage or vice
versa. Note, however, that this issue is only relevant in the propositional case and not in
the case of LBNs since there tabular CPDs are too restrictive.

4.4 Structure-search

Structure-search (also known as DAG-search) is the most traditional and most straight-
forward approach for learning propositional Bayesian networks [10]. It is essentially
hillclimbing through the space of possible structures. The neighbourhood of the cur-
rent structure typically consists of all acyclic structures that can be obtained by adding,
deleting or reversing an edge. This algorithm has already been upgraded to the rela-
tional case for several formalisms [8, 9, 12, 13, 15]. The algorithm that we use for LBNs
is very similar to these existing upgrades.

To derive a concrete structure-search algorithm for LBNs from the generic algo-
rithm of Figure 2, we have to define the notion of a neighbourhood and define how an
initial structure is obtained (note that for structure-search the final step in the generic
algorithm, extracting clauses from the solution, is not needed since a solution is a set
of dependency clauses). We define the neighbourhood of the current structure as the
set of all non-recursive structures that can be obtained by adding a dependency clause,
deleting a clause or swapping the head and body of a clause in the current structure.
Note that this implies that the size of the neighbourhood is quadratic in the number
of probabilistic predicates. To find an initial set of clauses we borrow some elements
from the ordering-search algorithm. Specifically, we generate a random initial ordering,
learn logical CPDs for this ordering and apply the procedure for extracting dependency
clauses from logical CPDs. In our experiments, we use the same random initial ordering
for ordering-search and structure-search. Hence, both algorithms always start from the
same point. This ensures that an experimental comparison of both algorithms evaluates
the search process itself and not the starting point of the search.

We implemented one extension to the above structure-search algorithm for LBNs:
lookahead. When using lookahead we not only try adding one clause but also adding
two clauses with the same head during a single refinement step. This is useful when
adding only one of the two clauses does not change the score, which is the case when
the parent introduced by one clause is not predictive for the head in itself but only
together with the parent introduced by the other clause. In the propositional case, this
happens for instance when the head is the XOR of both parents. In the relational case,
this happens for instance when the function of one predicate inside the logical CPD for
the head is only to introduce a new logical variable used by another predicate in the
logical CPD (this is a standard case of lookahead in inductive logic programming [1,
16]). Of course, in order for lookahead at the level of dependency clauses to have an
effect, lookahead also needs to be applied at the level of logical CPDs. In our case this
means that the logical probability trees should be learned using lookahead [1].
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5 Experiments

We first discuss the datasets used and the experimental setup. Then we discuss our
experimental results: first we compare ordering-search to structure-search, next we an-
alyze runtimes of both algorithms and finally we briefly investigate the influence of the
scoring criterion.

5.1 Datasets

We perform experiments on two relational domains: the synthetic university domain
and the real-world UWCSE dataset.

For the synthetic university domain we generated datasets with a varying number
of mega examples from the LBN given in Section 2. The logical part of each mega ex-
ample was specified by hand (it contains 20 students, 10 courses, 5 professors and their
relationships). The probabilistic part of each mega example was constructed by sam-
pling from the given LBN. Each mega example corresponds to 230 random variables.
We used datasets of 5, 10, 15, 31, 62, 125 and 250 mega examples.

The UWCSE dataset is a real-world dataset that is currently a popular benchmark in
the field of statistical relational learning [18]. This dataset was constructed by extract-
ing information about graduate students, professors and courses from the web pages of
a computer science department. The dataset consists of 5 mega examples, each cor-
responding to a specific research area. Since in this dataset relations are of special
importance2, we decided to incorporate them into the probabilistic model, leading to
what Getoor et al. call relational uncertainty [9]. In LBNs this can be accomplished
by simply modelling the relations as probabilistic predicates. We only used four logi-
cal predicates: student/1, prof/1, course/1 and same area/2. The random variable
declarations look as follows.

random(phase_in_PhD(S)) <- student(S).
random(year_in_PhD(S)) <- student(S).
random(nb_publications(S)) <- student(S).
random(position(P)) <- prof(P).
random(nb_publications(P)) <- prof(P).
random(level(C)) <- course(C).
random(teaches(P,C)) <- prof(P),course(C),same_area(P,C).
random(assistant(S,C)) <- student(S),course(C),same_area(S,C).
random(advised_by(S,P)) <- student(S),prof(P),same_area(S,P).
random(co_author(S,P)) <- student(S),prof(P),same_area(S,P).

In total the dataset contains 140 students, 132 courses and 52 professors, leading to
9607 random variables. Of course, since this is a real-world dataset the true dependency
clauses are unknown.

2 For instance, this dataset has been used for supervised learning with the ‘advised by’ relation
as the target [18].
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5.2 Experimental Setup

For all experiments we performed 5-fold cross validation. For the synthetic university
domain, mega examples were divided over folds randomly. For UWCSE, each fold
corresponds to one mega example. We report the average results over the folds and use
two-tailed paired t-tests (with α=0.05) to assess the significance of differences between
two algorithms.

We use four evaluation criteria: normalized test log-likelihood (the log-likelihood
on the test data divided by the number of mega examples), normalized train score (the
score on the training data divided by the number of mega examples; while not impor-
tant in itself it can give some insight into the degree of overfitting of an algorithm),
number of dependency clauses learned (smaller is usually better because of ease of
interpretation) and runtime.

For the synthetic university domain we know the true LBN that generated the data.
Hence, we can use as a fifth evaluation criterion the degree to which the learned LBNs
matches this true LBN. A simple measure for this degree of overlap would be the num-
ber of dependency clauses in the true LBN that are also in the learned LBN. However,
the problem with this is that it is in general not possible to learn the true direction (which
atom is in the head and which in the body) of each dependency clause from data. This is
similar to the case of propositional Bayesian networks. The reason for this is that each
Bayesian network has a Markov equivalence class, which is a set of networks that all
have the same score but different directions for some of the edges [2]. Hence, instead
of directly comparing the learned LBN and the true LBN, we measure the overlap be-
tween the Markov equivalence class of the learned LBN and the true LBN. We do this
by finding the LBN in the equivalence class of the learned LBN which has the most
directed edges in common with the true LBN. We refer to this number as the number of
correct dependencies learned.

For all evaluation criteria we report the results for the various algorithms. For test
log-likelihood and train score we additionally report the results for the ‘empty LBN’ as
a baseline. With an ‘empty LBN’ we mean an LBN with no dependency clauses, this
is the LBN according to which all random variables are independent. We report results
both with BIC as a scoring criterion and with randomization/likelihood.

In the following sections we only give summaries of our experimental results. The
full results are given in Appendix B.

5.3 Ordering-search versus Structure-search

We now discuss the results of our experimental comparison of ordering-search and
structure-search. We first discuss our results on the synthetic university domain and
then our results on the UWCSE dataset.

The Synthetic University Domain We tried two algorithms on the datasets for this
domain: ordering-search (OS) and structure-search without lookahead (SS). We did not
try structure-search with lookahead on these datasets since lookahead is not needed to
learn the target LBN for this domain (there are no probabilistic predicates whose only
function is to introduce a new logical variable).
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The results are summarised in Table 1. An entry in this table (for a particular evalu-
ation criterion and dataset size) has the following meaning: if one of the two algorithms
(OS or SS) is significantly better than the other we show the best algorithm; if there is
no statistically significant difference between the two algorithms we fill in “/”. We also
plotted the results as a function of dataset size in Figure 3 (we only show the results
with BIC as a scoring criterion since the results with randomization/likelihood look
very similar).

Table 1. Significance of differences between results of OS and of SS on synthetic university
datasets of varying size (upper half of table: BIC; lower half: randomization). Both OS and SS
have significantly better test log-likelihood and train score than the empty LBN in all cases (this
is not shown in the table).

#MegaEx (#Vars) LogLik(Test) Score(Train) #Clauses #CorrectDepend Time
5 (1150) / / / / OS
10 (2300) / / / / OS
15 (3450) / / / / OS
31 (7130) / / / / OS
62 (14260) / / / / OS
125 (28750) / / / SS OS
250 (57500) / / / SS OS

5 (1150) / SS OS / OS
10 (2300) / / OS / OS
15 (3450) / SS / / OS
31 (7130) / / / SS OS
62 (14260) / / / / OS
125 (28750) / SS OS / OS
250 (57500) / / / / OS

We can see from Table 1 that the results for test log-likelihood and runtime are con-
sistent over various datasets sizes and scoring criteria (BIC or randomization/likelihood).
The results for the number of dependency clauses and the number of correct dependen-
cies learned are less clear.

OS and SS always obtain significantly better test log-likelihood and train score than
the empty LBN. Table 1 shows that SS in some cases obtains significantly better train
score than OS but this does not carry over to the test data: there is never a significant dif-
ference in test log-likelihood between OS and SS. The evolution of test log-likelihood
and train score as a function of the dataset size (Figure 3) is as expected: both improve
rapidly when initially increasing the dataset size but this improvement slows down when
moving to bigger datasets and likelihood and score seem to saturate. The figure also
shows that the differences between OS and SS are small as compared to the differences
with the empty LBN.

The results for the number of dependency clauses are not very clear. OS learns
significantly less clauses than SS (i.e. learns more compact models) on three cases with
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Fig. 3. Results for OS and SS on university datasets of varying size (with BIC as a scoring crite-
rion). For train score and test log-likelihood we also show the results for the empty LBN.

randomization/likelihood as a scoring criterion but there is never a significant difference
with BIC as a scoring criterion. Also, the evolution of the number of dependency clauses
as a function of the dataset size (Figure 3) does not show any clear trends.

The number of correct dependencies learned is significantly higher for SS than for
OS in three cases (the opposite never occurs). The evolution of the number of cor-
rect dependencies learned as a function of the dataset size (Figure 3) is as expected: it
increases rapidly when initially increasing the dataset size and then saturates. For suffi-
ciently big datasets, SS learns nearly all seven true dependencies while OS does slightly
worse with on average 5.7 true dependencies. We had a closer look at the experiments
with the biggest dataset size in which not all seven true dependencies were learned and
found that the problem was always in having the wrong direction for a dependency
(in other words, all true ‘undirected’ dependencies are always learned but sometimes
a dependency is learned in the wrong direction even though the two directions are not
Markov equivalent). This can also explain why the above differences in the number of
correct dependencies learned between OS and SS do not lead to significant differences
in test log-likelihood.

For both OS and SS runtime appears to be linear in the dataset size (Figure 3). Nev-
ertheless, runtime is always significantly smaller for OS than for SS with differences
being between a factor 3.0 and 4.1. We analyze runtimes in more detail in Section 5.4.

We conclude that in this domain OS is competitive with SS in terms of quality of
the learned LBNs but OS is significantly faster.

The UWCSE Dataset We tried three algorithms on this dataset: OS, SS and SSL
(structure-search with lookahead).
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The results are summarized in Table 2. In the discussion below we first focus on the
comparison between OS and SS. Next we briefly discuss the usefulness of lookahead
for structure-search (i.e. we compare SS and SSL).

Table 2. Significance of differences between results for each pair of methods on the UWCSE
dataset (upper half of table: BIC; lower half: randomization). OS, SS and SSL all have signif-
icantly better train score and test log-likelihood than the empty LBN (this is not shown in the
table).

Algorithms LogLik(Test) Score(Train) #Clauses Time
OS vs SS / SS / OS

OS vs SSL / SSL / OS
SS vs SSL / / / SS
OS vs SS SS SS SS OS

OS vs SSL / SSL OS OS
SS vs SSL / / SS SS

OS and SS always obtain significantly better test log-likelihood and train score than
the empty LBN. Table 2 shows that the train score is always significantly better for
SS than for OS. This difference on training data only carries over to the test data with
randomization/likelihood as a scoring criterion; with BIC as a scoring criterion, there is
no significant difference in test log-likelihood between OS and SS.

Also for the number of dependency clauses the results depend on the scoring cri-
terion. With BIC there is no significant difference between OS and SS, whereas with
randomization/likelihood the number of dependency clauses is significantly lower for
SS than for OS.

It is worth noting that although SS with randomization/likelihood performs bet-
ter than OS with randomization/likelihood (significantly better test log-likelihood and
significantly more compact models), it does not perform better than OS with BIC (no
significant differences in test log-likelihood or compactness) and even performs worse
than SS with BIC (no significant difference in test log-likelihood but significantly less
compact models) 3. Hence, BIC is clearly preferable over randomization/likelihood on
this dataset. In that sense the above results with randomization/likelihood are somewhat
less important than the results with BIC.

Runtime is always significantly smaller for OS than for SS with differences being
between a factor 3.6 and 4.0.

We conclude that on the UWCSE dataset SS is a safer option than OS with respect
to quality of the learned LBNs in the sense that with one scoring criterion OS is com-
petitive with SS but with another, albeit worse, scoring criterion SS is superior to OS.
The advantage of OS is that it is significantly faster than SS.

When comparing SS and SSL we see that there is never a significant difference in
test log-likelihood or train score. SSL sometimes learns a significantly higher number of

3 These conclusions are based on additional t-tests not shown in Table 2.
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dependency clauses (i.e. learns a significantly less compact model) while the opposite
never occurs. SSL is significantly slower than SS with differences being between a
factor 1.9 and 2.4. Hence there is no reason to prefer SSL over SS so we conclude that
lookahead in structure-search has no added value on this dataset.

Finally, we investigated the learned LBNs to gain some more insight into this dataset.
Most of the dependencies that were frequently learned (for the various algorithms and
folds) confirm our intuitions about this dataset. Some examples of such dependencies
and their common sense interpretations (obtained by investigating the corresponding
logical CPDs) are the following.

– phase in PhD(S) depends on year in PhD(S) (the logical CPD specified that
a student is more likely to be in a later phase if he is in a higher year)

– nb publications(S) depends on year in PhD(S) (a student is more likely to
have many publications if he is in a higher year)

– nb publications(P ) depends on advised by(S, P ) (a professor is more likely to
have many publications if he advises more students)

– assistant(S,C) depends on advised by(S, P ) and teaches(P,C) (a student is
more likely to be the teaching assistant for a particular course if he is advised by a
professor who teaches that course)

5.4 Analysis of Runtimes

In this section we analyze the runtime of the various algorithms in more detail by look-
ing at the runtimes of the main different steps in the algorithms. Such an analysis has
not been made before for ordering-search (also not for the propositional case).

The total runtime Ttotal of any concrete algorithm derived from the generic algo-
rithm of Figure 2 can be decomposed as follows4

Ttotal = Tinit + Tfirst + Trest,

where Tinit denotes the initialization time (the time for learning and scoring all logical
CPDs for the initial random solution), Tfirst denotes the time for the first iteration (i.e.
the first execution of the repeat loop in the generic algorithm) and Trest denotes the
time for all other iterations. The reason for considering the first iteration separately is
that it typically takes a lot longer than any of the other iterations (i.e. Tfirst > Tavg)
since all the score-changes needed in the first iteration effectively have to be computed,
while in the next iterations most of them can be reused without extra computation (see
Appendix A). Let I denote the number of iterations not including the first one. If we
define the average time per iteration (not including the first one) as Tavg = Trest/I , we
can rewrite the total runtime as follows

Ttotal = Tinit + Tfirst + Tavg × I.

We now discuss our experimental results for each of the above measures. Note that
Tinit is the same for all algorithms that we considered. Hence we only discuss Tfirst,
Tavg and I . First we compare OS and SS, then we briefly compare SS and SSL.

4 The time needed for the final step of extracting the dependency clauses from the logical CPDs
can be ignored since it is very small (it does not depend on the dataset size).
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Recall from the previous section that in our experiments the total runtime Ttotal was
always significantly lower for OS than for SS with differences being between a factor
3.0 and 4.1. This can be explained as follows.

– The time for the first iteration, Tfirst, is always significantly lower for OS than for
SS. This was expected since in the first iteration all elements of the neighbourhood
of the initial solution have to be scored and the size of the neighbourhood is smaller
for OS than for SS (linear in the number of probabilistic predicates for OS but
quadratic for SS, see Section 4). In our experiments the difference in Tfirst between
OS and SS goes from a factor 2.8 to 4.6.

– The average time per iteration (not including the first one), Tavg , is also always
significantly lower for OS than for SS. This was expected for the same reasons as
for Tfirst above. In our experiments the difference in Tavg between OS and SS
goes from a factor 1.7 to 3.0.

– The conclusions about the number of iterations I are less clear: in 10 cases I is
significantly lower for OS than for SS, while in the remaining 6 cases there is no
significant difference.

We now briefly discuss the influence of lookahead on the efficiency of structure-
search. Recall from the previous section that in our experiments on the UWCSE dataset
the total runtime was always significantly higher for SSL than for SS. When analyzing
runtimes we found that Tfirst and Tavg are always significantly higher for SSL than for
SS. This was expected since the neighbourhood for SSL is bigger than for SS. However,
we also found that the number of iterations is not significantly different for SSL than
for SS. This was somewhat against our expectations. One would expect SSL to need
less iterations than SS to convergence since SSL can take bigger steps in the search
space (in a single step SSL can not only add one dependency clause but can also add
two dependency clauses with the same head) but apparently this is not the case.

5.5 Influence of the Scoring Criterion

In this section we briefly compare the results for the two scoring criteria that we used:
BIC and randomization/likelihood. The main results are summarized in Table 3. This
table is based on all results for OS and SS (we left out SSL since we already concluded
that it does not have any advantages over SS). An entry like “5/8/1” in this table means
that in 5 cases BIC is significantly better, in 8 cases there is no significant difference
and in 1 case randomization/likelihood is significantly better.

The main conclusion from Table 3 is that BIC is preferable over randomization/likeli-
hood both in terms of test log-likelihood, number of dependency clauses learned and
runtime. In fact it appears that randomization/likelihood overfits. This hypothesis is
based on two observations. First, although randomization/likelihood is always signifi-
cantly better than BIC on training data, it is never significantly better and sometimes
significantly worse than BIC on test data. Second, randomization/likelihood often learns
significantly more clauses than BIC while the number of correct clauses is never sig-
nificantly higher than for BIC. In other words, the extra clauses learned by random-
ization/likelihood are mainly redundant clauses. Upon closer inspection, we found this
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Table 3. Influence of the scoring criterion: significant wins/ties/losses of BIC versus likeli-
hood/randomization.

Data LogLik(Test) Score(Train) #Clauses #CorrectDepend Time
Univ 4/10/0 0/0/14 5/8/1 0/14/0 6/8/0

UWCSE 0/2/0 0/0/2 2/0/0 - 0/2/0
All 4/12/0 0/0/16 7/8/1 0/14/0 6/10/0

overfitting behaviour to be the strongest on the bigger datasets for the university domain
(62 to 250 mega examples).

In a previous study on pruning criteria for probability trees we concluded that BIC
is inferior to randomization [7]. The fact that in our present experiments on learning
LBNs (using probability trees as logical CPDs) BIC performs better than randomiza-
tion/likelihood can be explained in two ways. First, BIC has the advantage that it can be
used both to learn and to score trees, while randomization is a pruning criterion that can
only be used to learn trees but not to score them. Hence, when learning trees using ran-
domization we have to use another criterion to score the trees, such as likelihood. How-
ever, the drawback of likelihood is that it does not penalize extra dependency clauses
which could indeed lead to overfitting. Second, in the previous study we concluded that
learning probability trees using BIC works quite well as long as the cardinality (number
of possible values) of the target attribute is small. In the experiments in this paper this
is indeed the case since all random variables have cardinality two or three. It is very
well possible that in domains with higher cardinalities, randomization/likelihood would
perform better than BIC.

6 Learning Recursive Directed Probabilistic Logical Models

In this paper we focussed on learning non-recursive models. We now briefly discuss
some of the approaches that can be taken if one presumes that the data contains recursive
dependencies. A major concern when learning recursive directed models is to ensure
that, although the model is cyclic at the predicate level, it is always acyclic at the ground
level. We can distinguish several scenarios depending on how much prior knowledge is
available about the presumed recursive dependencies.

6.1 Prior Knowledge about Guaranteed Acyclic Relationships

When one knows that there are recursive dependencies and has some prior knowledge or
assumptions about which relations (modelled as logical predicates) determine the recur-
sive dependencies, learning can actually be very similar to learning in the non-recursive
case. Getoor et al. took this perspective when developing the learning algorithm for
Probabilistic Relational Models [9]. To accommodate for dependencies that are cyclic
at the predicate level but acyclic at the ground level they let the user define guaranteed
acyclic relationships. For instance, to allow that a property of a person depends on this
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property for his parents the parent relation has to be defined as guaranteed acyclic. Sim-
ilarly, to allow that the topic of a paper depends on the topic of the papers published
earlier by the same author, the published-earlier relation has to be defined as guaran-
teed acyclic. Getoor et al. then apply structure-search and use the information about
the guaranteed acyclic relationships during the acyclicity checks to deduce that certain
cycles at the predicate level are legal.

The algorithm of Getoor et al. is very similar to the structure-search algorithm used
for LBNs in this paper. Hence the approach of using guaranteed acyclic relationships
can be directly applied to our structure-search algorithm as well. Moreover, the same
approach can also be applied to our ordering-search algorithm for LBNs. When learn-
ing the logical CPD for a predicate p, the probabilistic predicates used as input would
not only be all predicates that precede p in the current ordering but also p itself and pos-
sibly also all predicates following p in the ordering, with the restriction that p can only
depend on itself and on the latter predicates through a guaranteed acyclic relationship.
This actually requires no changes to our ordering-search algorithm but only requires to
extend the declarative bias for the logical CPDs.

6.2 No Prior Knowledge

When one does not have enough prior knowledge about the data to find a set of guar-
anteed acyclic relationships, more complicated approaches have to be taken. When
applying structure-search, one can use the techniques developed for Bayesian Logic
Programs [12, 13]. The idea is that the learning algorithm searches itself for the log-
ical relations that determine the recursion and that acyclicity of a candidate model is
checked at the ground level for each example. The main drawback of this approach is
that the acyclicity checks might be computationally very expensive since the cost de-
pends on the number of examples and the size of the examples. This is different from
the non-recursive case where acyclicity of a candidate model only needs to be checked
once and at the predicate level.

An alternative approach is to use generalized ordering-search [17], an algorithm we
recently developed to learn recursive dependencies. Generalized ordering-search con-
siders orderings on ground probabilistic atoms instead of on predicates (as the ordering-
search algorithm proposed in this paper). In principle, generalized ordering-search can
also be used to learn non-recursive LBNs but in this respect it has a number of dis-
advantages as compared to the algorithm proposed in this paper. One disadvantage is
that it does not learn an LBN ‘in closed form’: it does not learn a set of dependency
clauses but rather a procedural description of how to determine the induced Bayesian
network given any possible interpretation of the logical predicates. Another disadvan-
tage is that it deviates quite far from the propositional ordering-search algorithm. For
instance, when applied on propositional data generalized-ordering search does not cor-
respond to the original propositional ordering-search algorithm, while this is the case
for the algorithm in this paper. This might make generalized-ordering search harder to
understand for people familiar with the propositional ordering-search algorithm.
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7 Conclusion

We upgraded the ordering-search algorithm for propositional Bayesian networks to-
wards non-recursive directed probabilistic logical models. We experimentally compared
the resulting algorithm with the existing upgraded structure-search algorithm on two
relational domains. The results show that ordering-search is competitive with structure-
search in terms of quality of the learned models but is significantly faster than structure-
search. We conclude that ordering-search is a good alternative to structure-search for
learning non-recursive directed probabilistic logical models.
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A Efficiently Implementing the Algorithms

In this appendix we briefly discuss how to efficiently implement ordering-search and
structure-search. The optimizations discussed below apply equally well to the proposi-
tional case as to the case of LBNs. In fact, in the propositional case these optimizations
are standard [10].

A decomposable scoring criterion is a criterion for which the score of a solution
is the sum of the scores of all logical CPDs for that solution. Both scoring criteria
used in this paper, BIC and log-likelihood, are decomposable. When using a decom-
posable scoring criterion, the generic algorithm of Figure 2 and the ordering-search and
structure-search algorithms derived from it can be implemented quite efficiently. To be
precise, there are two important insights.

First, the score-change for a candidate solution (∆score(Solcand) in the algorithm
of Figure 2) can be computed efficiently. This is because it only depends on the score of
the logical CPDs that are different for the candidate solution and the current solution.
For ordering-search there are only two such logical CPDs for each candidate solution
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(a new candidate ordering is obtained by swapping two adjacent predicates in the cur-
rent ordering and this influences only the logical CPDs for these two predicates). For
structure-search there are also at most two such logical CPDs (a new candidate structure
is obtained by adding/deleting/swapping a dependency clause in the current structure
and adding/deleting a dependency clause influences only the logical CPD for the pred-
icate in the head of the clause while swapping a clause influences the logical CPDs for
both predicates in the clause).

Second, many of the score-changes that are computed during one iteration of the
repeat loop are still valid during the next iteration and can be reused. To be precise,
a score-change due to a modification m1 is still valid after a modification m2 to the
current solution if and only if the set of potential parents that is changed by m1 was not
changed by m2.

B Detailed Experimental Results

This appendix contains detailed results for the experiments discussed in Section 5.

Table 4. Experimental results on the UWCSE dataset (upper half of table: BIC; lower half: ran-
domization). The best results are shown in bold.

Method LogLik(Test) Score(Train) #Clauses
OS -0.4288 -0.3539 15.2
SS -0.4160 -0.3489 14.6

SSL -0.4156 -0.3484 16.2
empty -0.4631 -0.3961 -

OS -0.4318 -0.3343 20.6
SS -0.4227 -0.3301 18.6

SSL -0.4251 -0.3286 22.4
empty -0.4631 -0.3865 -

Table 5. Detailed timings for the UWCSE dataset (upper half of table: BIC; lower half: random-
ization).

Method Ttotal Tinit Tfirst Trest I Tavg

OS 135s 27s 61s 46s 2.4 20s
SS 535s 27s 279s 229s 4.6 52s

SSL 1287s 27s 806s 453s 5.4 87s
OS 208s 35s 69s 104s 4.2 23s
SS 738s 35s 309s 394s 6.2 62s

SSL 1428s 35s 724s 669s 6.8 97s
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Table 6. Experimental results on synthetic university datasets of varying size (upper half of table:
BIC; lower half: randomization). The best results are shown in bold.

#MegaEx (#Vars) Method LogLik(Test) Score(Train) #Clauses #CorrectDepend
5 (1150) OS -1.3789 -1.3485 9.0 3.4
5 (1150) SS -1.3750 -1.3365 9.8 4.4
5 (1150) empty -1.4799 -1.4989 - -
10 (2300) OS -1.3669 -1.3524 9.8 4.6
10 (2300) SS -1.3461 -1.3410 9.4 5.0
10 (2300) empty -1.4722 -1.4880 - -
15 (3450) OS -1.3444 -1.3415 8.6 4.4
15 (3450) SS -1.3328 -1.3305 9.6 5.0
15 (3450) empty -1.4697 -1.4792 - -
31 (7130) OS -1.3083 -1.3135 8.8 5.6
31 (7130) SS -1.3023 -1.3060 9.6 6.6
31 (7130) empty -1.4575 -1.4647 - -
62 (14260) OS -1.3051 -1.3097 11.2 5.8
62 (14260) SS -1.2973 -1.3012 10.4 6.6
62 (14260) empty -1.4554 -1.4595 - -
125 (28750) OS -1.2905 -1.2959 8.8 5.8
125 (28750) SS -1.2828 -1.2861 8.2 6.8
125 (28750) empty -1.4562 -1.4586 - -
250 (57500) OS -1.3001 -1.3035 9.8 5.6
250 (57500) SS -1.2894 -1.2913 7.6 6.8
250 (57500) empty -1.4561 -1.4573 - -

5 (1150) OS -1.3606 -1.2963 5.2 3.4
5 (1150) SS -1.3806 -1.2633 8.2 3.8
5 (1150) empty -1.4799 -1.4571 - -
10 (2300) OS -1.3665 -1.3149 6.8 3.8
10 (2300) SS -1.3636 -1.2878 10.4 5.2
10 (2300) empty -1.4722 -1.4639 - -
15 (3450) OS -1.3427 -1.3041 10.6 4.4
15 (3450) SS -1.3390 -1.2791 12.0 5.0
15 (3450) empty -1.4697 -1.4619 - -
31 (7130) OS -1.3205 -1.2849 12.4 5.0
31 (7130) SS -1.3128 -1.2764 13.0 6.4
31 (7130) empty -1.4575 -1.4552 - -
62 (14260) OS -1.3046 -1.2936 12.8 5.2
62 (14260) SS -1.3061 -1.2869 15.8 5.8
62 (14260) empty -1.4554 -1.4542 - -
125 (28750) OS -1.2920 -1.2870 13.2 6.0
125 (28750) SS -1.2877 -1.2763 17.0 6.2
125 (28750) empty -1.4562 -1.4557 - -
250 (57500) OS -1.2971 -1.2925 15.6 6.0
250 (57500) SS -1.2928 -1.2856 18.0 6.4
250 (57500) empty -1.4561 -1.4557 - -
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Table 7. Detailed timings for synthetic university datasets of varying size (upper half of table:
BIC; lower half: randomization).

#MegaEx (#Vars) Method Ttotal Tinit Tfirst Trest I Tavg

5 (1150) OS 35s 7s 15s 13s 2.4 6s
5 (1150) SS 137s 7s 60s 70s 5.8 12s
10 (2300) OS 42s 7s 20s 15s 2.0 7s
10 (2300) SS 134s 7s 69s 57s 4.2 13s
15 (3450) OS 51s 8s 18s 24s 3.0 8s
15 (3450) SS 164s 8s 73s 83s 5.8 14s
31 (7130) OS 55s 10s 24s 20s 2.2 9s
31 (7130) SS 168s 10s 85s 73s 4.6 16s
62 (14260) OS 78s 13s 31s 34s 2.8 12s
62 (14260) SS 262s 13s 101s 147s 6.2 24s
125 (28750) OS 120s 18s 45s 57s 3.2 19s
125 (28750) SS 407s 18s 161s 228s 4.4 56s
250 (57500) OS 194s 33s 89s 71s 2.2 33s
250 (57500) SS 586s 33s 246s 307s 4.8 66s

5 (1150) OS 31s 7s 17s 7s 1.2 6s
5 (1150) SS 120s 7s 64s 49s 4.0 13s
10 (2300) OS 42s 8s 20s 15s 2.0 8s
10 (2300) SS 167s 8s 70s 89s 6.0 14s
15 (3450) OS 56s 10s 25s 22s 2.6 8s
15 (3450) SS 202s 10s 79s 11s4 6.8 17s
31 (7130) OS 74s 11s 28s 35s 2.8 13s
31 (7130) SS 256s 11s 92s 152s 6.8 21s
62 (14260) OS 124s 19s 36s 68s 4.6 14s
62 (14260) SS 415s 19s 124s 272s 8.2 33s
125 (28750) OS 171s 31s 58s 82s 4.2 21s
125 (28750) SS 692s 31s 192s 470s 10.2 46s
250 (57500) OS 321s 56s 102s 164s 3.8 43s
250 (57500) SS 1179s 56s 358s 765s 8.6 88s


